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Abstract

The Clerk of Oxenford in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
is often maligned for lacking development as a literary
character.

Frequently, the Clerk has been dismissed as

a stereotype or an ideal rather than a multi-dimensional
character.

The Clerk's character, much like the meaning

of his tale, is concealed from the reader and veiled behind
expectations.
Chaucer manipulates readers by exploiting expectations
associated with fourteenth century clerks.

These

expectations derive from historical and literary stereotypes
which constitute the General Prologue portrait of the Clerk.
Because Chaucer's description of the Clerk is
populated with stereotypes, the reader expects the
Clerk to tell a tale like those told by clerks in
other literature of the time period.
Chaucer creates more individualized expectations in
the Wife of Bath's prologue and tale, in which she openly
attacks the Clerk, his beliefs, and his order.

Later,

Harry Bailley ridicules the Clerk's demeanor and places
restrictions on the type of tale the Clerk can tell and
the manner in which he may tell it.

These factors create

certain expectations within the reader, expectations which
do not diverge from the stereotypes.
In the process of telling his tale, the Clerk provides

hints which prepare the reader for the revelation in
the envoy.

The Clerk's selection and presentation of his

tale display his individual personality.

He distances

himself from confrontation with the Wife by telling a
Petrarchan tale, but he dispenses with this distance in
telling a personalized envoy.

Occasionally, the Clerk

intrudes into his tale in order to control the pace and
heighten the emotion of the story.

The Clerk's use of

these techniques provides us a few clues about his
character.
He is not the diffident, reserved character that he
appeared to be in the General Prologue description.

He

is a masterful and somewhat flamboyant storyteller, able
to function within Harry Bailley's restrictions and
accomplish his goals--to redress the Wife of Bath and to
convey a

philosoph~0al

message about human will.

The most dramatic revelation concerning the Clerk's
character is reserved for his envoy.

The envoy suddenly

reveals the Clerk's sarcastic sense of humor.

The Clerk's

vengeful irony lays waste the Wife's heretical arguments.
Chaucer uses the envoy to abruptly unmask the Clerk to
the delight of his reader.

This unmasking releases the

Clerk from the historical and literary stereotypes which
surround his character. He emerges as a vital,
multi-dimensional literary character.
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I.

Introduction

Charles Muscatine in Chaucer and the French Tradition
argues, "The Clerk's Tale has been very little appreciated,
much condemned, and almost never analyzed.

It is so

transparent as to seem to have nothing to it" (191 ).
But Muscatine also suggests, "It [Clerk's Tale] requires
rereading; and with successive readings one's indifference
turns to tolerance, then to admiration" (191 ).

Muscatine's

thirty-five-year-old comments could just as easily refer
to the tale's narrator--the Clerk of Oxenford.

The Clerk

remains a somewhat elusive character who has been defined
as an ideal, a compilation of literary stereotypes, and
a vivid, dynamic literary character.
One might argue that this controversy began in the
pivotal work of George Lyman Kittredge. In his article,
"Chaucer's Discussion of Marriage,"

Kittredge suggested:

The Canterbury Pilgrimage is • • • a Human Comedy, and
the Knight and the Miller and the Pardoner and the
Wife of Bath and the rest are the dramatis personae.
The Prologue itself is not merely a prologue:

it

is the first act, which sets the personages in motion.
Thereafter, they move by virtue of their inherent
vitality, not as tale-telling puppets, but as men
and women.

From this point of view, which surely

accords with Chaucer's intention, the Pilgrims do

1
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not exist for the sake of the stories, but vice versa.
Structurally regarded, the stories are merely long
speeches expressing, directly or indirectly, the
characters of the several persons • • • Thus the story
of any pilgrim may be affected or determined,--in
its contents, or in the manner of telling, or in both,-not only by his character in general, but also by
the circumstances, by the situation, by his momentary
relation to the others in the company, or even by
something in a tale that has come before. (154)
The General Prologue describes each of the pilgrims and,
subsequently, sets them in motion.

Kittredge noted that

not only did the pilgrims tales reveal their characters
and opinions, but their tales were often shaped by what
other pilgrims said.

"The Pilgrims are not static: they

move and live" (154); they affect each other with what
they say and do.
Kittredge views the character of the Clerk as unworldly
and ascetic.

The Clerk maintains his silence during the

Wife's harangue because it would be out of character for
this "coy" man to interrupt.

Kittredge recognizes the

Clerk's Tale as the masterful work of a logician who
understands that most of his listeners will not gain the
lesson he imparts with the tale.

Therefore, he fully

explains the moral in unmistakable terms.
Kittredge believes that the Clerk fails to make his
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The Clerk offers an

"ironical answer, of crushing force, to her whole heresy.
There is nothing inappropriate to his character in this
procedure" (Kittredge 142).
name of "moral vertu."

The Clerk has spoken in the

He proves that he can speak well

of women and saves face for his order.

Finally, the Clerk's

Envoy is so polished and ingeniously rhymed that, Kittredge
argues, no one other than the Clerk could have composed
it.
In 1955, R. M. Lumiansky, indebted somewhat to
Kittredge's point of view, explored the dramatic principle
Kittredge posited and its effect on the various tales.
In Of Sondry Folk, Lumiansky, disagreeing with Kittredge's
view that the relationship of the tale to the teller is
one-sided, argues that the tale and teller share an
interdependence.

Both gain from their coexistence.

On the simpler level, the story and the teller exist
as separate entities--indeed, as types of medieval
storytelling and of medieval society--but this
existence then provides the firm foundation for the
more complex level, on which the story and teller
serve a dramatic purpose and thereby, add to, and
gain from, each other. (6)
Lumiansky believed that Chaucer suits the tellers to the
tale and the tale to the tellers.

He noted that Chaucer

created three types of relationships between teller and
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1) simple suiting

of the tale and teller; 2) simple suiting of tale and
teller, plus an externally motivated dramatic situation;
and, 3) simple suiting of the tale and teller, plus an
externally motivated and extended self-revelation of which
the teller is not fully aware (7-8).
In applying this analysis to the various tales,
Lumiansky shows, as many other critics have, that the
pilgrims are composed of stereotypical and unique
characteristics.

He suggests that these descriptions

eliminate the possibility that "a Pilgrim possesses certain
characteristics which make him representative of a type •
• • There is something about him which makes him stand out
as an individual distinct from his type" (22).

Lumiansky

introduces the idea that this combination of typical and
unique characteristics which a pilgrim possesses can be
interpreted as expected and unexpected characteristics,
but he does not explore this concept.
Lumiansky notes that the Clerk is "one of the most
inspiring members of the company" (141).

He willingly

suffers the unpleasant consequences of a scholarly career.
"The Clerk's chances for adequate income are diminished
by his not being worldly enough to get and hold a secular
job while he waits for a benefice ••• (143).

He further

notes the Clerk's love of study and concludes "that the
Clerk's presence on the pilgrimage is motivated by sincere

4
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deal to the merry dalliance with which the Host is eager
to surround the trip" (143).

His tale is considered one

which is suited to the teller and externally motivated
by the dramatic situation.
In more recent criticism, Derek Pearsall argues that
the dramatic interpretation is one of convenience.

He

proposes that Kittredge's "dramatic principle" is a way
of making readers respond to familiar twentieth-century
preoccupations with character and with psychological
realism.
The modern reader, quite out of sympathy with the
allegorical mode and religious matter of the tale,
sees here a welcome avenue of escape both from the
tedium of the tale and from the embarrassment of
believing that Chaucer was content with such tedium.
(42)
Pearsall notes that the Clerk's Tale is a tedious work,
and Kittredge's theory attempts to afford it new life at
the expense of the allegorical mode.
Although Pearsall agrees that character-drama does
exist in the Clerk's epilogue and the Envoy, he holds
that "To allow that drama to penetrate back into the Tale,
however, and to realign retrospectively its meanings, is
to mistake accident for substance" (42).

Pearsall suggests

that the Clerk's epilogue and Envoy should not affect the

5
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way the tale is interpreted.
Pearsall offers another significant criticism of
Kittredge's view:

"The needs of the frame-narrative are

observed with varying degrees of care and dramatic
elaboration, but once a tale has properly got under way
it is rare for there to be any reminder of the person or
the character who is telling it" (43).

The tales, Pearsall

indicates, are incongruencies in the frame-narrative
construct.

c.

David Benson agrees with Pearsall's observation

that the dramatic interpretation of the Canterbury Tales
leads the reader away from the true genius which lies in
the tales themselves, not in the personalities of the
tellers.

He writes:

The dramatic

i~terpretation

has surely contributed

much to our understanding of the Canterbury Tales,
especially by calling attention to its diversity,
but the crippling limitation of the approach is that
it leads readers to concentrate on what is less
interesting and less knowable in the work:

the

characters of the tellers instead of the poetry itself.

(95)
Whereas Pearsall admonishes against "the twentieth century
preoccupations with 'character' and with psychological
realism" (41), Benson argues that Chaucer does not develop
his pilgrims enough to make them psychologically believable.

K. Gorham
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"Given such diverse and energetic portraits [as those in
the General Prologue], it is all too easy to imagine the
Canterbury pilgrims as fully developed and psychologically
complex characters'' (Benson 96).

Benson builds on the

work of Jill Mann, who discovered that many of the
characteristics of these pilgrims are not unique.
In her work Chaucer and Medieval Estates Satire, Mann
states
"that portraits are based on material from traditional
descriptions of different occupational 'estates'.
As the labels Knight, Miller, Prioress, and even Wife
suggest, the General Prologue describes professions
rather than believable personalities, and many of
its pilgrims are composite portraits of an estate.
(Benson 96)
Mann describes the General Prologue as an example of estates
satire which "depends on and exploits the frameworks known
as social stereotypes" (8).

These stereotypes are not

always historically correct; some may have been created
and sustained by repeated use in literature.

"The clerical

figures are heavily dependent on Latin estates satire ••• "
(8 ) •

Mann's examination of these literary stereotypes is
confined to the General Prologue portraits.

Benson

recognizes these stereotypes and argues that the pilgrims
are not developed much further in their later appearances.
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"We see a performance rather than the psychological causes
behind it" (97).

Benson, like Pearsall, notes, "Dramatic

interpretations sometimes manage to trivialize Chaucer's
greatest achievements by associating them too closely with
their assigned tellers" (103).
To accept Benson's argument is to do Chaucer a great
injustice.

The dramatic interplay among the pilgrims and

the Clerk's Tale provides us with the character development
that Benson complains is absent from the Canterbury Tales.
Therefore, I will show that Chaucer develops the character
of the Clerk by playing off fourteenth century expectations.
These expectations are produced by historical records,
literary stereotypes, and the General Prologue.

This

information includes the common perceptions about a
fourteenth century clerk, the typical and unique
characteristics in the Clerk's General Prologue portrait,
and the interactions he has with other pilgrims,
particularly the Wife of Bath and Harry Bailley.
The reader approaches the Clerk's Tale with his set
of expectations in place.

The Clerk's choice of tale and

manner of telling the tale, related to the reader's
expectations, give us a true sense of the Clerk's character.
Lumiansky's approach is a valuable one; however, his
examination was too superficial to shed in-depth information
on the Clerk's character.

His cursory examination of the

tale and teller led him to believe that the tale was
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completely in character for the Clerk to tell. I agree
with this conclusion.

I disagree with Benson, who argues

that the Clerk is a flat character. Although his character
is composed of several literary stereotypes, the Clerk
is a vital and significant literary character and a
significant character in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales.
As I approach Chaucer's text, I will be working with
the dramatic interpretation.

I believe that the Clerk's

tale and Envoy are meant to be read and interpreted as
part of the "Human Comedy" which Kittredge espouses.

I

accept everything within the Clerk's tale, epilogue, and
Envoy as being consistent with the Clerk's character.
Those elements which, at first, may seem incongruous with
the Clerk's character are often character development.
Frequently, they are explained away as Chaucer's intrusions.
Therefore, I intend to carry my examination of the Clerk's
character from the General Prologue through the tale and
to the conclusion of the Envoy.
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II. The Fourteenth Century Clerk

In the General Prologue, Chaucer begins creating
expectations for the type of tale the Clerk will tell.
Chaucer draws on stereotypes and conceives individual traits
which compose the character of the Clerk.

These

characteristics--whether typical or atypical--were chosen
to establish certain expectations.

By examining the

characteristics of a typical fourteenth century clerk,
we can understand the context for the Clerk's character.
In turn, this will help us understand the expectations
Chaucer raises in his audience.
Initially, the word "clerk" must be defined.

Hastings

Rashdall describes the general confusion about the
definition of the word "clerk."

He notes that Savigny

defined the word to mean a "scholar."

The MED defines

Chaucer's use of the word to mean someone "able to read
and write--or, simply, a scholar." Rashdall offers a
third definition based on his research: "the word 'clerk'
in the Middle Ages indicated a student who had received
the tonsure, thereby becoming entitled to certain
ecclesiastical immunities" (Bowden 155).

All three

definitions contribute to our understanding of a "clerk."
What kind of men were these clerks?

These university

students studied an extensive curriculum to prepare
themselves for their ecclesiastical pursuits.

"[The
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clerk's] scholastic studies were propaedeutics to the study
of theology, his university career a preparation for his
pastoral mission" (Grennan 85). In Chaucer's time the
curriculum at Oxford consisted of two parts:
and the quadrivium.

the trivium

The trivium included grammar, rhetoric,

and logic; the quadrivium included music, arithmetic,
geometry, astronomy, and the three philosophies: natural,
moral, and metaphysic.

The bachelor's degree required

four years of study, the master's degree an additional
three to four years (Bowden 157).
Rashdall further explains that this curriculum was
heavily laden with the works of Aristotle.

Early in a

clerk's undergraduate studies, he was exposed to Aristotle's
Sophisti Elenchi.

A clerk spent three terms studying

Aristotle's Rhetoric; three terms studying De
Interpretatione, Prior Analytics, or Topics; three terms
studying Physica or De caelo et mundo; three terms studying
Ethica, Economica, or Politica; and two terms studying
Metaphysica (Bowden 156-157).

The fourteenth century clerk,

early in his academic career, was exposed to a full study
of philosophy and logic.
With this understanding of the Oxford curriculum,
we gain a more thorough understanding of the intelligence
and discipline required to succeed.

Rashdall reconstructed

the typical day of a clerk:
He [the clerk] undoubtedly rises early, before five
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or six o'clock at the latest, and attends one or two
lectures, perhaps preceded or followed by mass.

His

dinner hour is at ten o'clock in the morning, and
dinner is probably his first meal of the day.

After

dinner there is a brief period for relaxation followed
by another lecture, or by disputations of various
kinds, or by informal catechetical classes of small
numbers, the forerunner of the modern recitation--or
by study.

Supper takes place at five o'clock, and

in the evening, when the less studious clerks are
illegally amusing themselves in gambling, in playing
chess, in dancing or jumping in the halls, in playing
musical instruments, in indulging in practical jokes,
and in more grave breaches of the peace, the serious
student reads, or--if candles are too expensive--seeks
out a wealthier friend or pupil with whom he may share
a light for study or teaching (Bowden 160).
To be successful in his studies, a clerk relied on great
discipline and a strong will to turn away from the numerous
distractions which claimed many others.
The fourteenth century clerk did not lead a strictly
scholastic existence devoid of fun, a point Rashdall notes
in his discussion of a clerk's typical day.

"The serious

student probably finds his principal diversion in the
observance of Church festivals; and sometimes he enjoys
all the excitements of a journey to Canterbury" (Bowden
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In Chaucer's day Oxford students had gained a

notorious reputation for crimes of violence.

Rashdall

comments that this violence was frequent and was accepted
as commonplace.

He adds that the worst punishment assessed

for these acts was compelling the student to go to the
younger and somewhat less reputable Cambridge.
Pauperes scholares were not necessarily destitute.
They had four options for gaining some form of income:
tutoring undergraduate students, holding a university
office, gaining a benefice, or begging door to door.
Fourteenth century Oxford made provisions for tutors for
undergraduate students.

The tutor received remuneration

from the pupil as well as an additional allowance from
the college funds.

The clerk could choose to make his

income through a secular pursuit, such as holding a
university office, which would provide a meager income.
A cleric in Minor Orders would be qualified to receive
a benefice, but these monetary awards were few in relation
to the number of students.

Not everyone "could get

benefices despite constant efforts of the university to
provide them, whilst college fellowships were few,
impermanent, and far from lucrative: papal permission to
hold one along with a small benefice was sometimes granted
on the grounds of poverty" (Bennett 13).
many clerks resorted to begging for money.

Consequently,
"Sometimes

the chancellor of the university even granted the mendicant
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scholar a license to beg; in return for what he received,
the scholar was expected to pray for the souls of those
who helped him" (Bowden 156).
Studious, disciplined,fun-loving, and povertystricken--as contradictory as this list may seem, these
are the common attributes which historical records associate
with fourteenth century clerks.

Some of these

characteristics became the kind of literary stereotypes
which Jill Mann explores.

She notes that clerical figures

are heavily dependent on Latin estates satire:
Latin estates writers variously define the manner
which befits

~scholar:

it can be 'gravitas'

('seriousness'), or 'rigiditas'

('severity'), or the

gentler ideal of 'Totum regit saeculum':

Clericos

simplicitas decet puellaris {A maidenly innocence
is fitting for clerks).

(76)

Gower "praises students for their patient spirit ('animus
paciens')" (76-77).

Furthermore, Mann writes,

"Tavern-haunting, drinking and gambling, whoring, playgoing
and aimless wandering are the activities associated with
students by other estates writers" (75).
The feature most associated with the clerk's estate
in medieval literature was poverty (79).

Mann states that

some writers see poverty as "a necessary condition for
scholarship" {97).

Estates literature offers advice on

the type of relationship that a clerk should have with
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his benefactor:
The Sermones nulli parcentes divide clerks into those
with, and those without benefices; the first group
is warned not to succumb to complacency, while the
second is admonished against living on alms and giving
nothing in return.

What the clerk should offer in

return is prayer for the souls of his benefactors •••• ''
(Mann 81)
As Mann further notes, "Writer after writer expands
on the clerk's desperate desire for a living, and the
necessity for bribery and influence in gaining one" (82).
Other estates literature, such as that of Gower, suggests
that virtuous scholars "did not involve themselves in state
administration" (82). Both Gower and Langland note that
a clerk's speech is simple and didactic (78).
In the General Prologue Chaucer develops a portrait
of his Clerk with some individual traits.

This description

draws on some of the stereotypes noted above.

By comparing

Chaucer's Clerk with the stereotypes, we begin to see how
he developed the Clerk as a rounded character rather than
as a representative of an ideal or as a stereotype.

K. Gorham
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The Clerk of the General Prologue

The description of the typical fourteenth century
clerk provides a benchmark to which Chaucer's Clerk can
be compared.

This comparison will show how Chaucer utilized

the stereotype of the fourteenth century clerk and
simultaneously provided attributes which distinguished
the clerk from the stereotype.

Lurniansky notes that Chaucer

uses a combination of "typical and individual traits" in
order to create realistic pilgrims.

Some of these

characteristics are expected, some are not (22). Chaucer
has carefully selected these characteristics to create
certain expectations.
At first glance the Clerk is a somewhat flat character
with a few idiosyncrasies.

He is first introduced to us

in the General Prologue:
A CLERK ther was of Oxenf ord also
That unto logyk hadde longe ygo.

(GP 285-286)

Chaucer's Clerk is an Oxford student who has either
completed or ceased the study of logic.

As noted earlier,

Ernden's Oxford Biographical Register shows four times as
many entries as the Cambridge volume (Bennett 15);
therefore, Chaucer's Clerk's corning from Oxford is typical.
Although no definite conclusion can be drawn as to
whether the Clerk has completed or ceased to study logic,
the Clerk's attending Oxford and studying logic create
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Noting the Clerk

has completed his study of logic "longe ygo," Bennett argues
that it is reasonable to assume that the Clerk has completed
the Trivium and has moved on to the Quadrivium (62).

Bowden

suggests that the Clerk has completed the requirements
for the bachelor's degree and is now pursuing his studies
for the master's degree (157).

During at least one year

of his studies, the student would have to dispute as a
general sophister (Bowden 157).

The Clerk's educational

background suggests that he is a well-educated and
experienced disputer.

Furthermore, our understanding of

the Clerk's typical day lends a belief that he is an
incredibly disciplined student. After all, he has chosen
to attend Oxford rather than the younger, less reputable
Cambridge.

Consequently, he has chosen to submit to higher

standards and a greater challenge--to succeed in a more
rigorous system.
Chaucer identifies the Clerk as a logician, relegating
him to a relatively small set of theologians in the
fourteenth century.

Only thirty-six of two hundred

fourteenth century theologians can be identified as
logicians (Ussery 3).

Ussery explains that a fourteenth

century logician was almost necessarily an Oxford man.
"Thirty-two of the thirty-six logicians are known to have
been affiliated with Oxford" (Ussery 8).

So Chaucer's

Clerk pursues, or at least has pursued, a goal achieved
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This insight suggests the Clerk's strength

of character and determination.
Chaucer has taken care to address some of the negative
connotations that might accompany the title of Oxford
student.

Whereas, in historical records, Oxford students

were notorious for their brawling and violence, Chaucer
is careful to dissociate his Clerk from this image by
describing him as a quiet scholar:
Of studie took he mooste cure and mooste heede.
Noght o word spak he moore than was neede,
And that was seyd in forme and reverence,
And short and quyk and ful of hy sentence.

(GP 303-306)
This Clerk is quite a contrast to Chaucer's other clerksNicholas of the Miller's Tale, who actively pursues another
man's wife, and John and Aleyn of the Reeve's Tale, who
are "lusty for to pleye."

The Clerk of Oxford is quiet,

saying no more than he need.

What he does say is sparse

and laced with form and reverence, his speech resounding
with "moral vertu" (307).

These elements enhance the

reader's view of the Clerk as an intellectual.
The Clerk resembles his horse in that "he nas nat
right fat" (288).
sober.

Chaucer portrays the Clerk as hollow,

His emaciated body and threadbare overcoat all

suggest poverty.

Traugott Lawler suggests that "the Clerk's

threadbare jacket fits not only the Clerk's poverty and
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immateriality but also our standard notion of how
intellectuals dress" (34).

An intellectual is much more

interested in mental pursuits than his haberdashery. Mann
notes that the clerk's worn clothing and thin appearance
are both in keeping with the stereotype of poverty (80-81).
Chaucer adds the following double entendre:
But al be that he was a philosophre,
Yet hadde he but litel gold in cofre.

(297-298)

Quite literally, we expect Chaucer's Clerk to be a
philosopher.

The double entendre plays on the word

"philosophre," which also suggests alchemists, who attempted
to turn base metals into gold.

This Clerk has none.

Chaucer's Clerk, like many others, is poor.

He "hadde

geten hym no benefice, I Ne was so worldly for to have
office" (291-292).

Huling Ussery notes "that if Chaucer's

Clerk is an eminent scholar and logician, as seems probable,
he would be unlikely to receive a benefice until he was
well into middle age; it is probable that he might receive
one only a few years before his death; and it is possible
he would never get one" (11).
Ussery notes that of all logicians, Walter de Burley,
the eminent Oxford logician, was probably the youngest
to receive a benefice; he was thirty-four when he received
his first.

Furthermore, a scholar choosing to devote

himself primarily to the study of logic severely reduced
his chances of gaining a benefice (11 ).
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The Clerk's lack of a benefice cannot be attributed
to any personal shortcomings.

The absence of a benefice

does offer important information about the Clerk:

1) he

has not yet reached middle age; and, 2) he has consciously
committed himself to a course of study which most likely
will not be monetarily subsidized in any way.

These factors

lead the reader to believe that the Clerk will tell a
cerebral tale, perhaps one he has learned in his classes.
The tale would be expected to have educational value to
the listener since the Clerk's life revolves around his
learning.
Ussery also notes that most of these secular clerks
were not particularly successful in obtaining off ices at
the university (11 ).

Chaucer states that his Clerk "Ne

was so worldly for to have office" (292).

Bowden interprets

this line to mean that the Clerk was not "aggressive enough
to 'have office'--that is, to eke out his income through
secular employment" (156).

This interpretation is supported

later when Harry Bailley describes the Clerk "as coy and
stille as ••• a mayde" (2).

Possessing such a reserved

personality, the Clerk will be expected to tell a tale
which will not be controversial, which will not lead to
any dispute.
Knowing which financial options the Clerk has not
been able to gain, we are left asking the question "How
does the Clerk make enough money to survive?''

Chaucer
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The

immortal line "And gladly wolde he lerne and gladly teche"
(308) suggests that the Clerk gains an income by tutoring,
for which he receives payment from the student and from
the university.

The Clerk also accepts monetary gifts

from his friends; he prays for their souls in return, as
the Sermones nulli parcentes suggest (Mann 81).

It was

common practice for poor scholars to wander the country,
begging to raise money to support themselves in their
studies.

Rashdall notes that to help a scholar was a

recognized work of charity in the medieval world.

In return

the scholar would say a prayer or two (Bowden 156).
H.S.V. Jones suggests that some neighboring prelate
acts as the Clerk's patron (111).

Because the Clerk seems

to have meager financial sustenance and a shy personality,
the reader does not anticipate that the Clerk will tell
a story intended to appeal to his listeners to loosen their
purse strings.

Instead, we expect a schooled display of

logic.
Chaucer exposes another more material reason for the
Clerk's poverty:
For hym was levere have at his beddes heed
Twenty bookes, clad in blak or reed,
Of Aristotle and his philosophie,
Than robes riche, or fithele, or gay sautrie.
But al be that he was a philosophre,
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(GP 293-298)

The Clerk loves books of Aristotle's philosophy. And, as
Chaucer writes:
But al that he myghte of his freendes hente,
on bookes and on lernynge he it spente.

(GP 299-300)

John Fisher points out that the value of these books "might
be as much as one-sixth the price of a townhouse" (15),
an incredible expense for a man of minimal means.

Although

the Clerk would have needed many of these books for his
studies, this collection is quite an extravagance.
makes

th~

Bowden

following remarks based on the research of Wilbur

Lang Schramm:
Chaucer's Clerk, who is poor, would probably buy
second-hand books at reduced prices, as many students
do today; it is therefore possible that he may have
already completed his library of twenty volumes.
On the other hand, if he wishes his books to be new,
he can hardly have yet afforded them.

Even though

books were not scarce in the fourteenth century as
is often imagined, the supply was relatively much
lower than today's, and the cost correspondingly
higher •••• It seems more logical to suppose, however,
that the Clerk has purchased used books, and so has
already satisfied his desires (159).
This expenditure is beyond the means of most clerks, but
Chaucer's Clerk displays an intense love for his education,
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Mann suggests the Clerk's

preference for secular literature is a failing on his part
(84).

I suggest that this is an element which establishes

the Clerk as an individual rather than a simple stereotype.
The Clerk's love of Aristotle and education exceeds his
concern for money or even food, as witnessed by his lean
appearance.

These books of philosophy are more important

to him "Than robes riche, or fithele, or gay sautrie" (296).
The Clerk's obsession with Aristotle creates the expectation
that he will tell an Aristotelian tale or at least one
based on some point of Aristotelian philosophy.
What doesn't Chaucer tell us about the Clerk?

Although

Chaucer emphasizes the Clerk's love of books and studying,
the author does not mention any study of theology which
is the purpose for the Clerk's attending the university.
Chaucer focuses more on the Clerk's skills than on his
profession.

Chaucer's choice not to mention any theological

studies somewhat undercuts the lines:
Sownynge in moral vertu was his speche,
And gladly wolde he lerne and gladly teche.

(GP 307-308)
Although the Clerk's speech resounds of "moral vertu,"
the lack of any mention of his theological studies suggests
his tale may favor Aristotelian logic rather than a
religious message.
This comparison of Chaucer's Clerk--as described in
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the General Prologue--to the typical fourteenth century
clerk uncovers several expectations which Chaucer intended
the reader to have as he approached the tale.

As an

experienced disputer, schooled in logic and philosophy,
especially Aristotle, the Clerk, we expect, will tell a
cerebral, philosophical tale, one perhaps espousing the
virtues of an intellectual life which, in his opinion,
is more important than worldly possessions.
life by this belief.

He lives his

A reserved person, he is not expected

to tell a controversial tale or one that appeals to the
other pilgrims for money.
Most of the Clerk's character sketch in the General
Prologue is composed of stereotypes--literary and
historical.

Chaucer begins the development of the Clerk

after the portrait in the General Prologue.

Chaucer creates

more specific expectations in the Wife of Bath's attack
upon the Clerk and in the Clerk's interactions with Harry
Bailley.
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The Wife, the Host, and the Clerk

Chaucer builds on the expectations developed in the
General Prologue through dramatic interplay involving the
Wife of Bath and Harry Bailley.

The Wife attacks the Clerk

and his supposed beliefs in her prologue and tale.

Harry

Bailley places restrictions on the type and style of tale
the Clerk tells.

Both characters' interactions with the

Clerk create strong expectations.

We even see an occasion

in which a character's expectations are different from
those of the reader.

Step by step, Chaucer builds a

distinct idea of what the tale will be.

All of this is

achieved without hearing a single word from the Clerk.
At the end of the General Prologue, Harry proposes
that all the pilgrims draw straws to determine who will
begin the storytelling. He calls out to the Knight, the
Prioress, and the Clerk.

Harry addresses the Knight as

"my mayster and my lord" (GP 837), the Prioress as "my
lady Prioresse" (GP 839).

Unlike the other two pilgrims,

the Clerk is reprimanded by Harry:

"And ye, sire Clerk,

lat be youre shamefastnesse, I Ne studieth noght" (GP
840-841).
Harry chides the Clerk for his shyness and his
studiousness.

This simple remark could have been easily

omitted by Chaucer, but Harry's chastizing the Clerk's
shyness and studiousness serves two purposes: 1) to
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reinforce the Clerk's reserved character; and, 2) to
foreshadow the limitations that Harry will impose in the
prologue to the Clerk's Tale.

The Clerk is forgotten until

the Wife of Bath speaks.
The Wife of Bath plays a predominant role in
shaping expectations for the Clerk's Tale.

She chooses

to attack the Clerk, clerks in general, and the orthodox
views on chastity and marriage.

The Clerk of Oxenford

is the only clerk among the pilgrims; therefore, to him
falls the responsibility of rebuttal.

In her prologue

the Wife specifically targets the Clerk with her remarks.
She dedicates over one-third of her prologue to the story
of how she came to dominate her fifth husband, Jankyn,
an Oxford clerk. Her skillfully constructed arguments
espouse the difficulties of virginity and the necessity
for female mastery in marriage.

Each of her arguments

is supported with faulty or narrow interpretations of
biblical passages. The Wife of Bath's Tale echoes the theme
of female mastery in marriage.
The Wife attempts to draw the Clerk's attention early
in her prologue when she notes the difference between a
workman and a clerk:
Diverse scoles maken parfyt clerkes,
And diverse practyck in many sondry werkes
Maketh the werkman parfit sekirly
Of fyve husbondes scoleiyng am I. (WBT 44c-44f)
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Traugott Lawler explains:
She distinguishes between schooling, the way the clerk
learns, and "practyk," the way the workman learns.
Since she left her mother's knee to enter into actual
marriage, in whose "actes" she spends "the flour of
al age" (D114), she is surely a practitioner, a
workman, using her "instrument," not a mere student.
(43)

A clerk learns from studying; the Wife has learned from
experience--the experience of five husbands.

The Wife

argues that the Clerk learns about life from books and
authorities, rather than direct participation in it.
establishes herself as an authority on marriage.

She

The Clerk

will later recognize her as a master wife, an "archwife."
Her tale will be targeted at teaching him about marriage,
since she considers him unworldly.
The reader cannot fail to note the parallels between
the Clerk and the Wife's fifth husband.
My f ifthe housbonde-God his soule blesseWhich that I took for love and no richesse,
He somtyme was a clerk of Oxenford,
And hadde left scole, and wente at horn to bord.
(WBT 525-528)
As we know from the General Prologue, Chaucer's Clerk is
an Oxford student and is poor.

The Wife says Jankyn, her

fifth husband, was "a twenty wynter cold" (WBT 600).
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Evidence cited earlier indicates that the Clerk himself
is not yet middle aged.

And Jankyn spends a great deal

of time studying.
Several differences exist also.

A major contrast

between the two is the type of literature they study.
Jankyn often reads a "book of wikked wyves" (WBT
685)--anti-feminist literature.
studying Aristotle.

The Clerk spends his time

Jankyn's chronic indulgence in

anti-feminist literature probably contributes to his extreme
reaction when the Wife tears pages from the book he reads.
Although violence was characteristic of fourteenth century
Oxford students, we do not expect Chaucer's Clerk to act
in such a manner.

In this comparison and contrast of the

Clerk and Jankyn, the Clerk's reserved, shy demeanor is
emphasized for the fourth time.
Failing to get any reaction from the Clerk, the Wife
proceeds to attack his order.

She states:

For trusteth wel, it is an impossible
That any clerk wol speke good of wyves,
But if it be of hooly seintes lyves,
Ne of noon oother womman never the mo. (WBT 688-691)
No clerk can speak well of any woman, she asserts, unless
she is a holy saint.

This absolute statement stands out

as a virtual challenge to the Clerk to say anything
complimentary of women, but he maintains his silence.
The Wife continues:
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By God, if wommen hadde writen stories,
As clerkes han withinne hire oratories,
They wolde han writen of men moore wikkednesse
Than al the mark of Adam redresse. (WBT 693-696)
The Wife blames clerks for the denigrating stories about
women.

If women wrote stories as clerks do, they (women)

would certainly write of the wickedness of clerks. The
Wife's statement stands as a reiteration of her challenge
that no clerk can speak "good of wyves."

Her statements

challenge the Clerk to respond with a tale about the
goodness of women or she will be proven correct in her
allegations.

Even if the Clerk chooses to avoid telling

a tale about women, the Wife's point is validated.

The

Wife carefully corners the Clerk with the tactics of her
argument.
In addition to these personal attacks on the Clerk
and his order are the ideas that the Wife postulates in
her protracted prologue and her tale--ideas antithetical
to those of the Church.

Her attacks having failed to incite

any reaction from the Clerk, she strikes at the heart of
his assumed beliefs with outlandish ideas. Displaying the
rhetorical acumen of an intelligent, educated woman, the
Wife explains that if a husband does not grant his wife
sovereignty, he will experience great woe.

Each element

of her argument is based on intentional misinterpretations
(or in some cases more convenient interpretations) of
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biblical passages.
The Wife begins her prologue by introducing her theme:
Experience though noon auctoritee
Were in this world is right ynogh for me
To speke of wo that is in mariage.

(WBT 1-3)

She will speak of the woe of marriage based on experiences
garnered in her five marriages.

The two issues she

addresses in her argument are chastity and sovereignty
in marriage.
She bases her argument against chastity on her
interpretation of Genesis 1:28:
and God said to them,

"And God blessed them,

'Be fruitful and multiply, and fill

the earth and subdue it •••• "'

The Wife argues that God

said man is to leave his mother and father and take to
woman, but

nowr~re

does God state how many men a woman

can have.

She notes "Salomon, I I trowe he hadde wyves

mo than oon" (WBT 35-36).

Also, she mentions Abraham and

Jacob as having more than one wife.
Then the Wife addresses the advice of st. Paul to
the Corinthians.

Paul states:

To the unmarried and to the widows I say that it is
well for them to remain single as I do.

But if they

cannot exercise self-control, they should marry.
For it is better to marry than to be aflame with
passion. (1 Cor.7:8-9)
The unmarried and widowed should not marry unless they
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Later, Paul returns to

the issue of widows remarrying:
A wife is bound to her husband as long as he lives.
If the husband dies, she is free to be married to
whom she wishes, only in the Lord.

But in my judgment

she is happier if she remains as she is.
(1

Cor. 7:39-40)

The Wife is a woman who indulges her passions and is quick
to rationalize that Paul is speaking to people "that wolde
lyve parfitly" (WBT 111 ), but she is not one to live a
perfect life.

She has no intention of remaining celibate

for the rest of her life: "Wecome the sixte, whan that
evere he shal" (WBT 45).
She challenges the concept of chastity:
I pray yow, telleth me.
Or where comanded he virginitee?
I woot as wel as ye, it is no drede,
Th'apostel whan he speketh of maydenhede,
He seyde that precept therof hadde he noon.
(WBT 61-65)
Even though women are advised to be chaste, nowhere does
God command chastity.

The Wife announces a flaw in this

logic:
For hadde God comanded maydenhede,
Thanne hadde he dampned weddyng with the dede.
And certain, if ther were no seed ysowe,
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(WBT 69-72)
If everyone were to live by Paul's recommendations, the
human race would eventually come to an end.

No one would

be left to live the ideal life which Paul recommends.
The Wife argues that Paul says virginity is more perfect
than a weak marriage. The Wife disagrees, noting that no
man or woman should live in chastity.

She questions:

Telle me also, to what conclusioun
Were membres ymaad of generacioun,
And of so parfit wys a wight ywroght?
(WBT 115-118)
If we are to remain chaste, why do we have sexual organs?
The Wife answers her own question.

Sexual organs were

created not only for purgation but for pleasure, so that
husband and wife can enjoy their conjugal rights.
The Wife concludes this argument, saying
I have the power durynge al my lyf
Upon his propre body, and noght he. (WBT 158-159)
This statement only half recognizes Paul's message:
For the wife does not rule over her own body, but
the husband does; likewise the husband does not rule
over his own body, but the wife does. ( 1 Cor. 7:4)
This is a typical example of an intentional
misinterpretation the Wife uses to strengthen her own
arguments and views.
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Finally, the Wife offers advice to women on how to
get and maintain sovereignty in their marriages.

The Wife's

method includes marrying for money, attacking her husband's
real or fictitious vices, explaining what happens when
other women have not received gifts and proper treatment,
and having sex until her husband's weak constitution give
out.

These methods subvert any attempt at an honest,

respectful relationship.

A wife must do whatever is

necessary to gain mastery of her marriage; otherwise, both
parties of the marriage will be doomed to misery.
This message is echoed in her tale.

The Wife tells

a tale about the wickedness of man as she said women would
do if they wrote stories as clerks do.

In her tale the

Wife depicts the king's giving control of the knight's
future to the queen.

She is the one who

which the knight must pass.

~evises

the test

In the end the knight

sacrifices control to the hag.

Women control the world

and the power of life and death in the Wife of Bath's Tale.
Bowden points out how radical the Wife's views are in
comparison to the teachings of fourteenth century preachers.
Many fourteenth-century preachers inveigh against
women who will not be submissive to their husbands
but, if we glance at the legal restrictions placed
upon medieval women, we are amazed that any one of
them dared raise her voice.

Husbands were legally

permitted to chastise their wives, for

the wife was
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the husband's "property"--quite literally the husband
was lord and master (127).
The reader can have no doubt that the Wife's barbs
are aimed at the Clerk.

She has carefully structured her

attack on him, his order, and established religious beliefs.
These heretical views are not offered for the benefit of
the female pilgrims.

In fact, there are only two other

female pilgrims--both nuns.

They would not be concerned

with marriage themselves.
Once again, we must determine what expectations the
Wife's attacks and ideas create?

How do we expect the

Clerk to react and respond to the Wife's aggression? The
Clerk does not respond throughout the Wife's entire
recitation.

He remains quiet and thus consistent with

the General Prologue portrait.

Even though the Wife has

strategically backed the Clerk into a corner, virtually
forcing him to tell a favorable tale about women in order
to save face for all clerks, we do not really expect it.
He has not seen fit to respond yet.

Why should he respond

at all?
If the Clerk were to respond to the Wife's challenges,
he would have to tell a tale which presents women in a
favorable light.

He would preach the virtues of virginity

and self-control as well as partnership in marriage, the
true message of 1 Corinthians 7:4. He would also have to
show the evil in the Wife's methods.

Addressing all of
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We

know the Clerk to have a reserved, unassertive personality,
so this kind of response would be seemingly inconsistent
with his character.
The Wife attempts to shape expectations with her
inflammatory comments, but Harry Bailley establishes the
most concrete expectations in the Clerk's prologue.

In

the opening lines of the prologue to the Clerk's Tale,
Harry Bailley addresses the Clerk and reveals what his
General Prologue remarks foreshadowed:
"Sire Clerk of Oxenford," oure Hooste sayde,
"Ye ryde as coy and stille as dooth a mayde
Were newe spoused, sittynge at the bord;
This day ne herde I of youre tonge a word.
I trowe ye studie aboute som sophyme,
But Salomon seith, everythyng hath tyme.
"For Goddes sake, as beth of bettre cheere!
It is no tyme for to studien heere.

(ClT 1-8)

Harry Bailley provides a link to the Wife of Bath's Tale
by portraying the Clerk as a wife and ironically contrasting
his diffidence to the Wife's aggressiveness.
Through all the altercations and interruptions of
the earlier tales, the Clerk has remained silent.

Harry

attributes the Clerk's tacitness to his studying "som
sophyme."

Harry objects to the Clerk's studying, stating

that "everythyng hath tyme."

He fears that the Clerk will
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spoil the mood of fun and excitement with his constant
study. He encourages the Clerk to "beth of bettre cheer!"
and calls him into the spotlight, demanding:
Telle us som myrie tale, by your fey,
For what man that is entred in a pley,
He nedes moot unto the pley assente.
But precheth nat, as freres doon in Lente,
To make us for cure olde synnes wepe,
Ne that thy tale make us nat to slepe.

(ClT 9-14)

In calling on the Clerk to tell his tale, Harry is also
aware of the Clerk's education and supposes he possesses
a great acumen for telling tales, probably dull,
high-minded, religious tales which could spoil the mood
of fun and excitement which has held so far on the journey.
Harry's expectations are the same as the reader's, with
the exception that the reader does not expect the Clerk
necessarily to tell a religious tale since his theological
studies and ecclesiastical pursuits were disregarded in
his General Prologue portrait.
Harry tries to take away the Clerk's perceived
advantage and retain the festive mood by making several
requests of the Clerk.

Harry asks him to adhere to three

requests in telling his tale:

1 ) "youre termes, youre

colours, and youre figures, Keepe hem in stoor til so be
that ye endite I Heigh style, as whan that men to kynges
write;"

2) "precheth nat, as freres doon in Lente;"

and,
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Furthermore,

Harry asks the Clerk to speak plainly so that everyone
can understand.

Harry's remarks indicate that the pilgrims

have various degrees of education.
Why does Harry place all these strictures on the Clerk?
Ann Middleton, in her article "The Clerk and His Tale:
Some Literary Contexts," states that Harry Bailley, in
his pre-performance advice, "includes a great deal of
literary and social type-casting" 136).

Harry's

restrictions are all reactions to the stereotypes which
exist about clerks.
He [Harry Bailley] knows what kind of literary
performance a clerk will give, and consequently what
he must prevent, because he knows what a clerk is.
He knows the ways of life, and the usual range and
kind of literacy the term "clerk" denotes in ordinary
speech and English social experience.

For him, this

sober and austere pilgrim is easily classified:

genus,

clerk; species, university man •••• Clerkly speech,
Harry is certain, is all in 'ernest,' purposefully
laboring for the moral and mental improvement of the
hearer, rather than disporting itself for their
recreation and pleasure.

(137)

By requesting the Clerk to tell his tale in plain
language, Harry believes he will ensure that everyone will
understand and enjoy the tale. His remarks also suggest
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audience.

As readers we expect the Clerk, an experienced

disputer, to consider the extremes of education in his
audience.

He will prove himself a worthy judge of his

audience when he concludes his tale and sings his envoy.
These remarks are the final ones used by Chaucer to
create expectations about the type of tale the Clerk will
tell and its consistency or lack of consistency with his
character.

With these expectations created by historical

background, the General Prologue, and dramatic interplay,
Chaucer finally allows the Clerk to speak and the reader
to compare the Clerk and his tale to the expectations.
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The Clerk Revealed

With all of our expectations in place, we finally
discover the Clerk's true personality in his tale and Envoy.
Chaucer has carefully concealed more characteristics which
make the Clerk a full, well-rounded character.

The Clerk's

choice of a Petrarchan tale and an original Envoy reveal
that the real Clerk differs somewhat from the expectations
which surround him.

By examining his choice of tale, the

devices he employs in telling the tale, and his
accomplishments with his tale, we come to understand the
real Clerk rather than the persona we have been prepared
to expect.
Before examining the tale and the Envoy, we must be
mindful of Kittredge's point:
We should not forget that the Clerk's Tale [like all
of the tales] • • • is addressed to the Canterbury
Pilgrims, not to us, though we are privileged to
overhear.

We must not only listen but look.

In our

mind's eye we must see the Pilgrims, and watch their
demeanor (194).
As we read the Clerk's Tale and Envoy, it is helpful to
imagine how the pilgrims are reacting.

Even though this

Clerk is the only one present to defend himself, his order,
and his beliefs, his General Prologue portrait and his
interactions, or lack thereof, with other pilgrims do not
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lead us to believe that he will aggressively pursue a
rebuttal to the Wife of Bath's comments.
We anticipate an idealistic, Aristotelian tale of
logic--rather than theology--which the Clerk may have
learned in one of his classes or in his readings. Also,
we can assume that his education has afforded him experience
as a disputer. We are prepared for an incredibly boring
tale which--Harry Bailley hints--will probably go over
the heads of most of the pilgrims if the Clerk does not
speak in common terms.

Unfortunately, Harry seems to think

an idealistic tale cannot be entertaining.

But, as we

will see, the Clerk tells a meaningful tale and humorous
Envoy, both of which display the Clerk's true personality
heretofore concealed from us.
Judging by the Clerk's immediate attempts subtly,
yet openly, to ridicule the Wife,

we can assume he has

intended to respond to the Wife's attack all along. He
is careful to distance himself enough from the tale to
avoid a confrontation with her.

He will redress the Wife

and teach a moral lesson to the pilgrims, each conveyed
with uncharacteristic humor.

This manipulation requires

very adept handling of the tale.
Two tales have passed since the Wife has spoken, so
the Clerk wastes no time in gaining the Wife's attention
by saying that he will tell a tale he "Lerned at Padwe
of a worthy clerk" (27), Francis Petrarch.

The Clerk
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Thus, the Wife

and the other pilgrims prepare for the type of tale the
Wife expects.

The Wife would immediately be drawn in by

this statement, since she feels that a clerk cannot speak
well of a woman unless she is a saint.

She virtually

challenged the Clerk with this statement.
Now the Clerk falls in line with the Wife's
expectations, but not necessarily the reader's.

In citing

the origin of his tale, the Clerk manages to address the
idea of his unworldliness.

He has traveled to Italy and

spent time with a great poet. He hints that his experiences
may be more worldly than either Harry Bailley or the Wife
has led us to believe. Unfortunately, he piques our
curiosity and drops the matter to pursue his ridicule of
the Wife.

But the statement confirms the Clerk's dedication

to study and dispels the idea that he has gained his
knowledge only from the classroom and reading.

His studies

have caused him to travel to Italy.
The Clerk announces he will not recite the lengthy
geographical prologue that precedes Petrarch's tale.
He says it is a "long thyng" (52) and "as to my juggement,

I Me thynketh it a "thyng impertinent" (53-54). This
statement is an implied criticism of the Wife's
long-windedness in her prologue, which was noticed by other
pilgrims as well.

The Friar comments:

"Now dame," quod he, "so have I joye or blis,
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(WBT 830-831)

Listeners could not fail to miss such pointed ridicule,
but the Clerk's subtle delivery of this criticism is
consistent with his character. We are not prepared by our
expectations for the coy Clerk to immediately retaliate
against the Wife, since he did not do so while she was
attacking him, his order, and his beliefs.

This studious

man proves to have a sense of humor and a sly, somewhat
aggressive, nature.

The Clerk's ability to overcome the

restrictions that Harry Bailley places on him is remarkable.
The Clerk tells a tale of Walter, the marquis, who
takes a commoner, Griselda, as his Wife under the condition
that she swears complete obedience to Walter under all
circumstances.

She agrees, and they are married.

Shortly

thereafter, Walter devises several tests for Griselda.
He takes away their first child, then their second; he
has Griselda sent from the castle naked and calls for her
return to prepare the castle for his wedding day.

Through

all this adversity, Griselda remains unquestioning of
Walter's actions.

In the end she is rewarded with the

return of her children and her rightful place as Walter's
wife.
This tale describes a marriage of male domination,
the antithesis of the Wife's preference.

The male seems

to maintain control of the relationship and persecute his
Wife by cruelly testing her loyalty.

Lumiansky comments:
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It is likely that the more attentive and intelligent
Pilgrims realized long before the Clerk had finished
his tale that the theme and action of the story are
in direct contrast with the Wife of Bath's argument
for supremacy of a wife over her husband. (146)
Although the Clerk's Tale seems in opposition to the Wife's
views, it never openly refutes her position.

The Clerk

takes great care to dissociate himself from the tale.
When he states that he will recite a tale he learned from
Petrarch, he begins to distance himself from the tale.
The Clerk knows the intent of his tale and distances himself
in order to reduce the chance of any open conflict with
the Wife which might distract from the lesson he intends
to impart.
Not only does the Clerk tell a Petrarchan tale, but
he tells it in rhyme royal, a Chaucerian alteration of
Petrarch's text.

This style is a significant departure

from the prose sources of Boccaccio, Petrarch, and at least
one French adaptation of Petrarch's text, which Chaucer
used in writing the tale (Middleton 122). Even though Harry
has asked him to abandon this high style, the Clerk excuses
his use of the form by saying that he is reciting it the
way Petrarch taught it to him. This formal structure also
serves to distance the Clerk from the tale.

Its formality

constantly reminds the listener of its structure.
Harry's restrictions demand more creativity of the
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Robbed of many devices, the Clerk is compelled

to tell a simple tale of sparse detail, no biblical
references, and no allusions, with the exception of the
"oxes stalle. 11

As mentioned above, Harry Bailley probably

decided to place these restrictions on the Clerk based
on stereotypes about clerks in general.
The loss of these accoutrements speeds the plot. To
prevent his audience from getting caught up in the plot,
the Clerk must reduce the speed of the plot while
maintaining his distance.

If his audience were to interpret

his tale literally, they would lose the higher, moral
message that the tale puts forth.
This need to slow the pace of the tale causes the
Clerk to use authorial intrusions.
only maintain the Clerk's

dist~nce

These intrusions not
from the tale, but

prevent the reader from getting caught up in the reality
of the story.

Each intrusion momentarily impedes the tale's

progress and heightens the listener's emotional response
to the tale, until the listener realizes that the tale
is not to be interpreted realistically.

For example, the

Clerk describes Walter's desire to test his new wife:
This markys in his herte longeth so
To tempte his wyf, hir sadnesse for to knowe,
That he ne myghte out of his herte throwe
This merveillous desir his wyf t'assaye. (451-454)
The Clerk punctuates this explanation with the emotional
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phrase "Nedelees, God woot, he thoghte hire for t'affraye"
(455).

This phrase points out how needless, how utterly

outrageous, it is for Walter to test Griselda.
Later in the tale, after the sergeant takes away
Griselda's child, Walter watches closely to see if her
attitude toward him changes in any way.

The Clerk explains

that it does not, that she becomes even truer to him.
The Clerk follows with the phrase "if that it were possible"
(713), emphasizing Griselda's superhuman steadfastness.
Such remarks as "if that it were possible" (713), "God
be thanked" (718), and "Nedelees, God woot, he thoghte
hire for t'affraye" accentuate Walter's wrongdoings and
Griselda's victimization.

These numerous comments draw

the reader's attention to the unreasonableness of the
situation.
The Clerk's intrusions also manifest themselves in
questions directed to the pilgrims.

He asks a question

which stops the story and requires some kind of
acknowledgment:
But now of wommen wolde I axen f ayn
If this assayes myghte nat suf f ise?
What koude a sturdy housbonde moore devyse
To preeve hir wyfhod and hir stedefastnesse,
And he continuynge ever in sturdinesse?

(696-700)

Although this may be a rhetorical question, since no
response is recorded in the text, the reader can easily
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imagine the pilgrims reacting to the question with a simple
nod of the head, a quiet chuckle, or a disgusted
countenance, especially from the Wife of Bath.

The Clerk's

question causes the listener to process everything that
has been said to that point in order to make an evaluation
of Walter, Griselda, and their situation.
These intrusions are original additions to the text
by Chaucer.

Burke Severs, in The Literary Relationships

of Chaucer's Clerk's Tale, notes that Chaucer "has made
no changes in the sequence of events which he found in
his sources" (227).

He notes:

Although ••• Chaucer followed his sources closely,
paraphrasing them as he went along, frequently
retaining even their diction, turns of phrase, and
grammatical construction, yet he made important and
significant changes in characterization, in narrative
technique, and in the whole tone and spirit which
inform the tale. (229)
The Clerk emphasizes the cruelty of Walter and the
sergeant and the meekness of Griselda in his recitation
of the tale.

He even deletes a short passage which tends

to humanize the sergeant.

In Petrarch's tale the sergeant,

when taking away Griselda's baby, asks many times for her
forgiveness for causing her this pain (Severs 230).

These

effects steer the listener away from from a realistic
interpretation and make the Clerk seem even more masterful
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in his storytelling.
The Clerk, like any good teacher, ends his tale by
summarizing the moral.

Harry has asked him not to preach,

and, up to this point, he has avoided doing so.

But now

he reveals the true meaning of this story:
This storie is seyd, nat for that wyves sholde
Folwen Grisilde as in humylitee,
For it were inportable though they wolde,
But for that every wight in his degree
Sholde be constant in adversitee
As was Grisilde.
We must be constant in our faith.

(1142-1147)
Unlike Walter, who tested

Griselda for his own purposes, God sends adversity our
way so that we might come to understand ourselves better.
The Clerk is clearly preaching an ideal, as we expect.
It is important to note that the Clerk's tale is over;
therefore, his obligations to Harry Bailley no longer
exist--the sanctions are lifted. The floodgates open wide
for the Clerk to openly display his abilities and education.
Now we understand why the Clerk was not provoked to
comment by the Wife's attacks, why he waited patiently
for his chance to redress her, and why he so willingly
accepted Harry Bailley's restrictions.

The Clerk is not

a spineless, obsequious character; he is a man with a point
to make. He does so with his tale and with his actions.
His character supports his words.

The Clerk's daily
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schedule at Oxford is evidence of the discipline that will
be required to make this point.

Robert Longsworth notes

the importance of the Clerk's Oxford background to his
tale:
That the Clerk should choose as the subject of his
lesson a moral issue about the nature of human will
no doubt reflects an interest among fourteenth century
moral philosophers with volunteerism.

Indeed, Oxford

as the professorial seat of Duns Scotus and William
of Ockham, was virtually the contemporary home of
speculation on the subject.

In conveying his lesson,

however, the Clerk avoids the subtleties of the issue
in order to drive home his point that the power of
the will is more evident in submissiveness and
restraint than in assertiveness. (65)
This emphasizes the importance of the Clerk's being from
Oxford and his intense interest in philosophy.

More

importantly, we gain an understanding of why he selected
this tale for his rebuttal of the Wife and why he remains
paasive throughout the Wife's attack.
The Clerk warns his audience against a literal
interpretation of the tale when he summarizes its moral
lesson.

They will find no modern day Griselda.

But in

making his point, the Clerk uses a metaphor to describe
contemporary women:
The gold of them hath now so badde alayes
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With bras, that thogh the coyne be fair at eye,
It wolde rather breste a-two than plye. (1167-1169)
He even mentions "Seint Jame" (1154) in his moral summary.
To this point he has avoided any biblical references.
But again, he keeps his promise to Harry Bailley by not
doing so within his tale. He concludes his preaching with
the ironic statement that God should keep the Wife and
her sex in supremacy; it would be a pity otherwise.

Now

he will sing a song "with lusty herte" (1173), and we are
ready for the Envoy.
This summary of the Clerk's moral provides for the
perfect transition into the Envoy, which some critics argue
is really Chaucer speaking rather than the Clerk.

Muriel

Bowden states:
The Lenvoy de Chaucer may or may not have been intended
to be spoken by the Clerk; to the present writer the
satire (surely foreign to the Clerk) and change of
meter would indicate that those six stanzas are meant
to be the poet's interpolation. (129)
On the other hand, Kittredge denotes, "None but the Clerk,
a trained rhetorician, could have composed it [the Envoy].
None but the Clerk, a master of logic and practised
disputant, could have turned upon an opponent so adroitly"
(199-200).

In his article, "Carnival Voices and the Envoy

to the Clerk's Tale," John Ganim studies the stylistic
and rhetorical appropriateness of the Envoy to the Clerk.
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Ganim writes,
Everything--diction, tone, humor--changes, everything
except the control that marks the Clerk even in this
moment of relative abandon •••• The Clerk, too, is
outlining the gap between what his story means and
what untutored readers will almost certainly take
it to mean. (115)
In this argument, I must side with Kittredge and Ganim.
To say that satire is foreign to the Clerk is to ignore
his educational training.

His educational background and

experience as a disputer would certainly have exposed him
to satire.

Also, his subtle sense of humor emerges in

the prologue to the tale.

His subtle stabs at the Wife

in the beginning of his tale could be construed as humorous.
There can be no doubt this is the Clerk's Envoy. A biblical
reference and a metaphor are employed in this summary,
preparing us for the transition to the blatantly ironic
Envoy which is full of allusions, similes, metaphors.
Kittredge describes the moment when the Clerk begins
the Envoy:
The moment is completely dramatic.

It is not Chaucer

who speaks, but the Clerk of Oxenford, and every word
is in perfect character.

His mock encomium is not

only a masterpiece of sustained and mordant irony;
it is a marvelous specimen of technical skill in metre,
diction, and in vigorous and concentrated satire.
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( 1 99)

The Envoy's sole purpose is to ridicule the Wife of
Bath.

To prevent the Wife from becoming angry as the Clerk

has tactfully done so far, he sings this song in which
he completely sweeps away the Petrarchan moral.

The Envoy

breaks the spell of the tale and brings us back to the
ordinary world (Robinson 171 ).

Similar to the various

prologues, the Envoy propels the dramatic interplay.
The Clerk states that Griselda is dead and so is her
patience.

He echoes his earlier statement against trying

to find a Griselda, completing the transition between his
preaching and the Envoy.
begins.

Then his assault on the Wife

He acknowledges that wives should speak freely

and not be tricked by men, that they should be strong and
have no reverence for men, and that they should pierce
their husband's armor with their "crabbed eloquence" (1203).
He details a list of ways to manipulate and manage a man.
For a woman should:
Be ay of chiere as light as leef on lynde
And lat hym care and wepe and wrynge and waille.
(1211-1212)
These points are almost identical to those enumerated by
the Wife in her prologue.
The Clerk continues to employ rhetorical figures with
much greater frequency than he did in his tale.

He

continues to use metaphors and similes. He advises women
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They

If women follow this advice,

he says, clerks will tell no stories like Griselda's about
them.

The Clerk introduces allusions into his tale

involving Echo and Chichevache.

He is using all of his

skills and devices and bringing them fully to bear on the
Wife's advice.
But with all this ironic criticism of the Wife's ways,
the Clerk loses his distance that he maintained throughout
the tale.

These words are his, not someone else's.

To

compensate, he addresses "noble wyves" rather than just
the Wife of Bath.

His message is for her followers, not

simply for the Wife.

As she stated in her prologue, her

tolerance for learning was exhausted with her fifth husband;
therefore, the Clerk's story will not change her.

By

including all "good wyves" as his audience, he still manages
to refute the Wife, maintain a distance, and avoid any
confrontation.
This concept of audience, when examined more fully,
offers us even greater insight into the Clerk's character.
The Envoy's irony is increased when we consider that the
audience on the pilgrimage is predominantly male.

He

addresses his ridiculing Envoy to "good wyves," but the
only women on the pilgrimage are the Wife and two nuns.
Therefore, we can deduce that the Envoy is meant for the
men in the audience.

The Clerk creates a rhetorical
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The

Wife is left standing alone in this spotlight, all the
men laughing at her.
himself and his order.

The Clerk has masterfully avenged
All the while, he maintains his

distance.
The Clerk accomplished a great deal with his tale
and Envoy:

1) he clearly redresses the Wife; 2) he offers

3) he overcomes the

evidence against his unworldliness;

restrictions placed on him by Harry Bailley; and, 4) he
avoids any kind of open confrontation with the Wife.

The

Clerk's Tale would be considered a complete success but
for one fact.

While some of the pilgrims must be laughing

uproariously, Harry Bailley and the Merchant fail to
understand the moral lesson.

Harry states:

"Me were levee than a barel ale
My wyf at hoom had herd this legende ones.
(1212c-1212d)
Harry interprets the tale realistically.

This failure

on the Clerk's part reinforces the fact that he is not
perfect.

He is not an ideal; he is a man.

He has done

his best, but his message has eluded some of the pilgrims.
What this analysis suggests is that Chaucer's Clerk
is developed further through the telling of his tale, that
he is not a static character after the General Prologue.
By applying our expectations and comparing them to the
reality, we see that Chaucer has a masterpiece within the
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Conclusion

Much of the research in the last twenty years has
led us away from accepting the Clerk as a dynamic, developed
literary character.

Mann's study of the literary

stereotypes which compose the various pilgrims' General
Prologue descriptions reveals that little original material
was created by Chaucer for the Clerk's portrait.

But,

as Donald Howard argues,
With many of the pilgrims the portraits in the General
Prologue raise questions:

we feel there is more here

than meets the eye, we approach their tales on the
lookout for something revealing in their choice of
subject, or in their characters, the story itself,
or the manner 0f its telling. (413)
Benson sees the Clerk as a character who never develops
after he is introduced in the General Prologue. In "The
Wife of Bath Versus the Clerk of Oxford: What Their Rivalry
Means," John Alford argues that the Clerk and the Wife
of Bath are personifications of philosophy and rhetoric
respectively (109).
I have argued that Chaucer has created a character
which is indeed a man, a multi-dimensional man, who becomes
known to us more fully through his telling of a tale within
a storytelling contest. We are provided a cursory
examination of his character in the General Prologue.
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We see many of these expectations echoed in the Clerk's
interactions, and lack of interactions, with other pilgrims.
Finally, he tells the tale which reveals a character which
is not an ideal.

He is a preacher, intellectual, and

idealist, but he is also assertive, inventive, and
sly--characteristics we do not necessarily expect to emerge.
By comparing and contrasting the Clerk with his
fourteenth century counterparts and the literary
stereotypes surrounding them, we are able to see exactly
which elements of the Clerk are stereotypical and which
are individual.

This study shows us that the Clerk is

a unique individual, the traits seen in his love of logic
and his extraordinary collection of Aristotle texts.
Unfortunately, some contemporary critics believe the Clerk's
character development ends with this portrait.
The Wife of Bath's Tale develops these characteristics
by openly attacking the Clerk and his order.

She

specifically talks at length about her fifth husband, an
Oxford clerk, and how she came to dominate him.

She shapes

our expectations for the Clerk's tale by making heretical
arguments against virginity and for a female-dominated
marital relationship.

She employs selective interpretations

of numerous Bible passages in making her arguments.

The

Wife sets the challenge for the Clerk; but knowing his
meek character, we expect him not to retaliate, but merely
to preach the philosophical ideal.
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The Wife shapes our expectations with her inflammatory
comments, but Harry Bailley places more concrete
restrictions on the Clerk than on any other pilgrim in
an attempt to retain the high spirits of the moment.

He

forbids the Clerk from using the rhetorical devices and
high style with which he is accustomed.

He must convey

his tale in simple language so that all might understand.
The Clerk willingly agrees to these conditions, leaving
us with an impression of obsequiousness.
When the Clerk begins his tale, he begins an attack
on the Wife that clearly counters any expectations that
we have of him.

He pointedly ridicules the Wife.

He is

also able to contradict all the false information that
the Wife has stated about clerks.

He celebrates an

exceptional woman in his tale and simultaneously hints
that he might be more worldly than the Wife anticipates.
The style of the Clerk's Tale complies with the
restrictions which Harry Bailley has levied.

After the

Clerk completes his tale, he enjoys violating all the
elements of their agreement.
the agreement is null.

But the tale is over, and

The Clerk exploits Harry's specific

words which shows he is a schemer; he slyly asserts his
moral message.

This moral conveys the philosophical message

that we expect from the Clerk, a study of human will, which
we find is a current topic at Oxford at the historical
time.

Chaucer underscores the significance of the Clerk's
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Oxford education.
Finally, the Envoy, the conclusion of his performance,
is the Clerk's crowning masterpiece of irony.

Some of

the men in the company get a good laugh at the Wife's
expense.

The information in the General Prologue does

not induce us to anticipate the Envoy.

The emphasis placed

on the Clerk's reserved personality and on the moral virtue
of his speech do not prepare us for such a bitingly ironic
attack on the Wife.

Chaucer compensates for this by

carefully conducting us into this Envoy through the Clerk's
moral summary.

This transition does not reduce our shock,

but it makes us accept that these are the Clerk's words,
not Chaucer's interpolation.
The reserved Clerk is revealed as a towering intellect
and masterful speaker with an undercurrent of slyness and
humor. This preacher conveys his moral message and
mercilessly ridicules the Wife.
a flat, lifeless character.

The Clerk is far from

Chaucer is simply having fun

with us the way the Clerk had fun with the Wife.
develops throughout this work:

A parallel

Griselda's steadfastness

leads to her reward; the Clerk's patience leads to his
sweet revenge; and our patience as readers leads us to
the real Clerk. The Envoy not only allows the Clerk to
turn the table on his listeners, but it allows Chaucer
to do the same to his readers.

The Clerk's attack on the

Wife is concealed as is the Clerk's real personality until
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the very end. The Clerk and Chaucer can both sit back and
laugh at their audience.
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